
  

 
 

                   

 

DOUBLE PRE-DEFLECTION TECHNIQUE 
 

 
 
 
 

IS IT:                  APPLICABLE FOR: 

 Product X Restoration 

    

X Technology X Rehabilitation 

    

 Equipment  New Construction 

 
 
 

APPLICABLE ON:  

X 1. Foundations and underground structures  5. Façade and building envelope 

    

X 2. Vertical structures  6. Finishes and completion elements 

    

 3. Horizontal structures and vertical connections  7. Integrated services 

    

 4. Roof and terraces  8. General strategies for building recovery 

 

 

 

Related companies: No companies; university research; structural 

study. 
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DESCRIPTION  

Suitable to open bays on walls (using transfer beams), 

while avoiding (or drastically reducing) the need to 

reinforce walls of lower levels, and the need to reinforce 

the foundations of the building. Suitable for: 

▪ Masonry walls 

▪ Brick walls 

▪ Tuff walls 

▪ Concrete walls 

▪ Timber walls 

▪ Etc. (virtually walls of any material) 

Suitable to suppress one or more columns (using transfer 

beams), while avoiding (or drastically reducing) the need 

to reinforce columns of lower levels, and the need to 

reinforce of the foundations of the building: 

▪ Brick columns 

▪ Stone columns 

▪ Timber columns 

▪ Concrete columns 

▪ Steel or cast iron columns 

▪ Etc. (virtually columns of any material). 

 

WHY TO USE 

Suitable for the refurbishment of existing buildings, when 

the project includes modifying the layout of the vertical 

structure, by suppressing some columns and/or by 

opening bays in walls, using transfer beams. 

Particularly suitable when:  

▪ The suppression of columns or the opening of bays is 

intended only in some levels, and one wants to reduce 

or avoid the need for reinforcements in levels below. 

▪ Reinforcing the foundations would be costly, 

technically impossible, or not advisable. 

Fields of use:  

▪ Global refurbishments of existing buildings, when one 

wants to reduce the cost and increase the speed of 

opening bays and of suppressing columns. 

▪ Interventions in heritage buildings, because it allows 

for local - chirurgical- interventions, only affecting the 

level where the column is suppressed (or the bay 

opened), not affecting the rest of the building. 

▪ Local interventions (say in 1 storey) in multi-storey 

buildings where each storey is privately owned by a 

different landlord, where reinforcements in lower levels 

may be legally banned by the owners of storeys below. 

In general, it may be interesting in those interventions 

where one wants to avoid (or drastically reduce) the 

reinforcements of foundations. 

 

HOW TO USE AND APPLY 

The main principle of the technique consists of two basic 

concepts: 

▪ Erecting a reverse (or bottom) transfer beam at the 

same time that conventional (or top) transfer beam is 

erected. Such reverse transfer beam is placed at the 

bottom of the bay opening (or the suppressed 

column), so that such reverse transfer beam re-

establishes the loads layout under the bay (or under 

the suppressed column) so that it is very similar to the 

loads layout prior to the opening of the bay (or the 

suppression of the column). 

▪ Both the conventional (top) transfer beam and the 

reverse (bottom) transfer beam are pre deflected (one 

against the other) before the bay is opened (or the 

column suppressed). Such pre deflection is acted by 

prestressing the top beam against the bottom beam 

by stressing bars or cables, dubbed tension bars. 

 

Fig.1: Conventional (top) transfer beam and reverse 
(bottom) transfer beam being pre deflected one against 
the other, by means of tension bars. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana 

Pavón 
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This solution, and its erection process, allows that the bay 

opening (or column suppressing) can be achieved while 

neither the top transfer beam nor the bottom transfer 

beam experiences deflection due to dead loads after the 

bay is opened (or the column is suppressed). (Only live 

loads may cause deflection to the transfer beams) 

 

Fig.2: Structural scheme once the bay has been opened. 
The bottom (reverse) transfer beam acts a downward 
force equivalent to the downward force that the original 
wall exerted before the transfer beams were placed. 

©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

 Project  

▪ A careful project is required, that includes the 

calculations and detailing listed next: 

Calculations (checks) required 

▪ Flexure strength and shear strength checks, for the 

conventional (top) transfer beam and the reverse 

(bottom) transfer beam; considering all loads (self-

weight of walls and floors of levels above, 

superimposed dead loads, live loads, etc). 

▪ Deflection check of the conventional transfer beam 

and of the reverse transfer beam, to make sure 

deflections are under allowable limits to prevent 

damages on structural elements of top and bottom 

levels. Only incremental deflection is considered in 

this deflection check. This is the deflection caused by 

loads that are not long-term loads (variable fraction of 

live loads). Given that only a very reduced part of all 

loads is considered for this deflection control, in pre-

deflected transfer beams deflection checks normally 

do not control design. The design of pre deflected 

transfer beams is rather governed by strength 

control). 

▪ Check of several kinds of local failures and of 

potential failures during construction. 

▪ Check of local failure of the wall near the bearing 

apparatuses of the transfer beams. To prevent this 

kind of local failure, an alternative design approach 

exists, including columns at the ends of the transfer 

beams, such that a completely new frame is formed 

(normally made of steel). 

 

Fig.3: Variant, including columns at the bearings of the 
transfer beams; preventing the risk or local failure at the 
bearings of transfer beams. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

▪ Calculation of prestressing of the tension bars, 

considering the losses caused by elastic deformation 

of transfer beams and by elastic elongation of tension 

bars. Each time one tension bar is stressed, the 

deflection that this operation exerts on the transfer 

beams causes losses in every tension bar that was 

previously stressed. (Considering these losses is 

essential to make sure the final pre deflection of the 

transfer beams is as desired). 

Detailing  

▪ Junctions detailing 

▪ Erection process detailing including prestressing 

sequence of tension bars to exert pre deflection on 

transfer beams. Detailing the erection process is 

absolutely essential, and can never be omitted. 

Basic description of erection process 

▪ (1) Construction of the support apparatuses. (Note 

that the bottom transfer beam has reversed support 

apparatuses, like in the image below, Fig. 4). A 
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support apparatus has the mission to support the 

transfer beam and, eventually, transfer the loads of 

the transfer beam to a support (wall, column) of the 

building that will sustain the load of the transfer beam 

at the level where the bay is being opened (or the 

column suppressed). A support apparatus may either 

be: (a) an apparatus to transfer loads of the top 

transfer beam to an existing support and from the 

existing support to the bottom transfer beam; (b) a 

reinforcement of an existing support (wall or column) 

including proper detailing to allow the transfer of loads 

from to transfer beams to the reinforced support; (c) 

a completely new  support (normally made of steel) 

forming a frame with the transfer beams (as in Fig. 3). 

 

Fig.4: Early stages of construction, including: transfer 
beams (top and bottom), support apparatuses at the ends 
of each transfer beam, and load transfer apparatuses 
placed all along the transfer beams. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana 

Pavón 

 

▪ (2) Construction of the top transfer beam and the 

bottom transfer beam. Often, each of the transfer 

beams will be a “twin beam”. A “twin beam” is a beam 

formed by two halves, each one being placed at either 

side of the support one is intending to suppress. So, 

in all, when using double pre deflection, one will 

normally use 4 beams. This is, two twin-beams: one 

twin beam at the top (conventional transfer twin 

beam) and one twin beam at the bottom (reverse 

transfer twin beam). 

 

Fig.5: Cross-section of top transfer beam (“twin beam”), 
before the load transfer apparatus is placed. ©Marc Sanabra 

& Susana Pavón 

▪ (3) Construction of the load transfer apparatuses, 

both for the top transfer beam and for the bottom 

transfer beam. The mission of a load transfer 

apparatus is to transfer the preload forces of the 

transfer beams to the supports (walls, columns) 

above and below. Note that along a transfer beam 

there are normally multiple load transfer apparatuses 

(See drawing of load transfer apparatus -short steel 

beam- in Fig. 6). 

 

Fig.6: Cross-section of top transfer beam (“twin beam”) 
with load transfer apparatus (short steel beam) joining the 
two halves of the twin beam. No mortar is placed on the 
short steel beam. So, the short steel beam cannot yet 
transfer loads to the wall above. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana 

Pavón 

▪ (4) Placing the tension bars, and connecting them to 

transfer beams (top and bottom), or to load transfer 

apparatuses. 

▪ (5) Acting tension on tension bars, in the order 

established in the prestressing sequence. 
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Fig.7: Predeflected transfer beams, due to the tension in 
the tension bars. Numbers indicate the order in the 
prestressing sequence. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

▪ (6) Place mortar to allow for the effective transfer of 

loads from the load transfer apparatuses (short steel 

beam) to the support (wall or column) above the top 

transfer beam and to the support (wall or column) 

below the bottom transfer beam. 

 

 

Fig.8: Mortar placed between the load transfer apparatus 
and the support (wall) above the top transfer beam, and 
the support (wall) below the bottom transfer beam. In the 
top image, several load transfer apparatuses (short steel 
beams) are shown in cross-section; whereas, in the 
bottom image one load transfer apparatus with mortar on 
top is shown in elevation. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

▪ (7) Release the tension bars (in reverse order). Once 

this is done, the upward forces acted on the wall by 

top load transfer apparatuses plus the downward 

forces acted on the wall by bottom transfer 

apparatuses, causing tension (or decompression) on 

the section of wall placed between the top transfer 

beam and the bottom transfer beam. Therefore, this 

section of wall is released from the loads it used to 

bear. 

 

Fig.9: Complete set of reactions of the load transfer 
system obtained once all tension bars have been 
removed. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

▪ (8) Cut and remove the support element (column or 

wall), which is now released from most of its 

compression load. 

 

Fig.10: Result after opening the bay, this is removing the 
section of wall between the top transfer beam and the 
bottom transfer beam. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

▪ (9) Finishing. It is advisable to place a steel plate 

connecting the bottom flanges of the two halves of the 

twin beam. This plate improves the aesthetics of the 

finishing of the transfer beam, and additionally has 

two structural functions. On the one hand, it rises 

remarkably the torque strength of the transfer beam, 

and on the other hand, it prevents that brick sections 

may fall from the part of wall that is under the level 

where the wall is supported by the load transfer 

apparatus. 
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Fig.11: Cross-section of the top transfer beam (“twin 
beam”) with the load transfer apparatus (short steel 
beam) and the mortar for the contact with the wall above; 
after the bay has been opened. A steel plate is included 
to connect the bottom flanges of the two halves of the twin 
beam. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The sum of the tension forces acting on all the tension 

bars should have the same magnitude as the 

compression force acting on the wall or column to be 

suppressed. (More specifically, the compression force 

due to long term loads, i.e.: self-weight of walls and floors 

above plus superimposed dead loads) 

This is because the tension that initially acts on the 

tension bars will ultimately be transferred to the element 

that one is willing to suppress (wall or column), causing 

this element to be released from a compression load of 

equal magnitude that the sum of the tension acted on all 

the tension bars. 

All this is done while the levels above the top transfer 

beam and the levels below the bottom transfer beam do 

not alter their load condition, because the support 

supressed is only eliminated once the top and the bottom 

transfer beam have taken all (or most) of its load. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND OTHER 

INFORMATION 

The most effective stressing sequences are those where 

the first tension bars are those causing the most 

deflection on transfer beams. This is typically those 

stressing sequences where the tension bars stressed in 

the first place are those at the centre of the span of 

transfer beams. 

This is because, the more the defection a tension bar 

causes, the more loss it causes on the already tensioned 

bars. So, stressing in the last place the tension bars 

causing the least deflection in transfer beams will only 

cause small losses in previously stressed tension bars. 

It is advisable to use some means to control or measure 

the tension stress acted on each tension bar. 

 

EXAMPLES 

A test at scale 1/3 was performed in 2021 in the Materials 

Laboratory of EPSEB (UPC), to study the performance of 

double pre deflection technique to “cut” a steel column. 

(See reference of Bachelor’s Thesis of Ivan J. Aguilar, 

and images and captions below, Figs. 12 to 17) 

This novel construction technique has not yet been put in 

practice in a real job. However, it was originally invented 

to be included in a project in 2018 in the Ciutat Vella 

district of Barcelona where a large number of transfer 

beams were required. The technique was invented to 

allow opening large bays in walls without reinforcing 

foundations, which would have been very expensive in 

the project. Unfortunately, the project was finally 

cancelled due to reasons not related with the double pre 

deflection technique. (See images and captions below, 

Figs. 18 to 28). 
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IMAGES AND CAPTIONS 

 
 

Fig.12: Isometric view of the first version of the laboratory test setup at scale 1/3 for transfer beams (green) designed to 
allow the suppression of a steel column (red) with the technique of double pre deflection. In red, the column to be supressed. 
In green, the top transfer beams and the bottom (reversed) transfer beams. In blue and yellow, the load transfer apparatuses 
are formed by short beams (blue) and angles (yellow). In grey, the support apparatuses, steel columns in this case. In yellow 
and grey (top right) the reaction frame, moved to the right just to ease reading of the drawing. (The bottom beam of the 
reaction frame is copied under the column (red) at its correct position). The function of the reaction frame is to allow for the 
column (red) to be put under a compression load. When this is done, the bars of the reaction frame (grey) are put under 
tension. Under the red column is placed a hydraulic jack (grey) and on top of the column is a load cell (to measure the load 
acted by the hydraulic jack). The hydraulic jack will load the whole structure throughout all the tests. At the beginning of the 
test, the load of the jack causes a compression on the column (red), while at the end of the test, once the red column has 
been cut, all the load caused by the jack will be supported by the pre deflected transfer beams, and transferred to the 
support apparatuses (grey columns). ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.13: Plan of the test setup described in Fig. 12. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 
Fig.14: Lateral elevation of the test setup described in Fig.12.  

Tension bars are depicted at both sides of the column. (The updated version of the test showed in Fig.16 improves tension 
bars, using rigging screws as shown in Fig.17). 

© Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.15: Front elevation of the test described in Fig.12. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

 

Fig.16: Isometric view of the final version of the laboratory test setup at scale 1/3 for transfer beams (green) designed to 
allow the suppression of a steel column (red) with the technique of double pre deflection. This version includes 
improvements to guarantee the feasibility and security of the test. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.17: Improved version of tension bars, where tension is acted by using rigging screws. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.18: Elevation of layout of two-bay transfer beams in a project for an intervention in a building in the Ciutat Vella district 
of Barcelona in 2018. At the bottom of this drawing, detailed specifications are given describing the features of the tension 
bars and their prestressing sequence. As this is a two-bay opening, the prestressing sequence needs to alternate tension 
bars at the right span and tension bars at the left span.  

In this particular case, the bottom (reversed) transfer beam was placed at the level of the foundations. As the bottom transfer 
beam was made in steel, a thick concrete covering was designed to protect it from corrosion. In this project, using the 
technique of double pre deflection, allowed the opening of large bays without reinforcing the foundations, which otherwise 
would have been very expensive. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

 

 Fig.19: Plan of the bottom transfer beam, including the specification of tension bars. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.20: Cross-section of the wall, including the top and bottom transfer beam, the top and bottom load transfer apparatuses 
and the tension bars. In the left drawing there’s no mortar between the load transfer apparatuses and the wall. In the right 
drawing the mortar is placed. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

 

Fig.21 Step 1 of construction: Opening holes to place support apparatuses and for load transfer apparatuses.  

©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.22: Step 2: Construction of upper support apparatuses at both ends of the top transfer beam.  

©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

 

Fig.23: Step 3: Placing top transfer beam and top load transfer apparatuses. Also, a central column is erected that is a 
support apparatus. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.24: Step 4: Placing bottom transfer beam, bottom load transfer apparatuses, steel for bottom support apparatuses, and 
tension bars connecting top transfer beam and bottom transfer beam. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

  

Fig.25: Step 5: Pouring concrete in bottom support apparatuses. ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.26: Steps 6 and 7: Stressing tension bars following the prestressing sequence (Step 6), and pouring mortar in the contact 
of load transfer apparatuses with the walls (Step 7). ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

Fig.27: Steps 8 and 9: Suppressing tension bars in reverse order (Step 8), and pouring concrete around the bottom transfer 
beam to protect it from corrosion (Step 9). Otherwise, the bottom beam, made of steel, would be in direct contact with the 
soil.  

(Also, some top load transfer apparatuses are placed (in Step 9), and mortar is placed around them. These load transfer 
elements are erected in the last place (after removing tension bars), because these last load transfer apparatuses need to 
be passive. If they produced an active upward force, they would damage the structure in that area -where openings exist 
above-). ©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 
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Fig.28: Step 10: Removing the wall bays we want to suppress. At this stage, these load bays no longer were bearing loads, 
as the pre deflected beams (top and above) have taken all (or most) of its load through load transfer apparatus.  

©Marc Sanabra & Susana Pavón 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


